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Abstract

Switching-on an Adaptive Optics ioop, the system usually rapidly lock the target in the correction mode.
When the sky background contribution is not negligible, the SNR may depend upon the correction status. While
in an already dosed ioop, the SNR could be high enough to mantain the situation of good correction by the
AdOpt System, during the switching-on phase, this condition could be far from true, because it is possible that
the SNR isn't enough to lock the loop, starting from the open ioop situation. We discuss this problem (called
the bootstrap problem for Adaptive Optics) with particular attention on some filtering system working in the
described situation and tuned to solve the problem.

1. Introduction

The goal of a feedback system is to retain locked to a desired value the variable under its control. In the case
of an adaptive optics system the tipically controlled variables concern the non-flatness of the incoming wavefront;
the overall tilt is into consideration for tip-tilt only correction system while the general spreading of the object
itself (i.e. the angular size of the target star) for a full adaptive optics correction system. In both cases the
purpose of the control system is to minimize these parameters'.
The bootstrap is the transitory phase during which the system, starting from the unlocked situation, locks the
variable to a value very dose to the desidered one. The capability of the system to perform the bootstrap is
related to the characteristics of the observed parameters and to the structure of the system itself: in other words,
a system may bootstrap if the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is high enough. Under certain conditions the system
couldn't be able to bootstrap: for istance, because of the short integration time of the sensor, if the object
magnitude is increased, the amount of the light collected from the observed object becomes comparable to that
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of the sky background and the SNR is not sufficient for the system to dose the ioop. This is why a limit for the
control system capability of bootstrapping could be found (Fig.1).
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Figure 1: Capability of a system to bootstrap

When the noise is iudipendent from the observed variables the limit is fixed and unremoveable. On the other
hand, a dipendence of the SNR with the controlled variables could lead to the fact that, when a star is locked,
the noise decreases as well as the error on the correction and the limit might be in some way overcome.
If the system is not able to lock the star (either because the star is faint or because the sky background of the
night is too much high) but it is very close to the locked situation, it should be possible that a momentaneous
decreasing of the noise might be enough for the system to lock the star and to retain it locked. This is the case
that we want to investigate.
In order to understand the possible gain in terms of increasing the limiting magnitude (a factor that translates
directly into a larger sky coverage) we impose a negligible noise for a limited amount of time, sufficient to force
the locking of the control system. In other words, in this preliminary stage of the work, we don't care on 1&oioto
bootstrap an adaptive optics system but we are trying to establish some figures of merit for such an approach.
Nevertheless it is to be pointed out that there is always a finite chance to bootstrap an adaptive optics loop even
without any particular effort2.
Three different cases has been analysed and some simulations has been performed: a four quadrant sensor for
Tip-Tilt correction, ShackHartmaun and Smartt-interferometer wavefront sensors for higher order correction.

2. Exploring The Bootstrap problem

In order to give an idea ofthe bootstrap probem, we present a simple simulation in which we consider a system
having a linear relation between its input and the error on the correction. We have considered for the simulation
the ioop described in Fig.2. The transfer function used in the system is a 3rd order transfer function and the
block filter is a simple low-pass filter with a gain block.

Calling ain the residual error on the tilted wave front correction, supposing that the error o' is proportional
to the input stymolous s of the system such as:

0' kIsI (1)

we have implemented the system that generates noise described in Fig.3, in which a white noise is superimposed
to a, . There is also the possibility of forcing the system to start with a noise equal to zero and to grow up the
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noise only after a predetermined number of inputs data.

A brief description of the procedure that we have used is the following:

1. We have tiled to find a limit value for the multiplicative factor k present in expression 1 getting the system at
the limit of stability, that is a situation in which the system continuosly lock and unlock the star, processing
Soc time series of 4096 random data produced with a kolmogorov-like spectrum.

2. In this situation, we have measured the RMS of some substrings of the output data.

3. We have forced the system to start from a "locked star situation" (k = 0) and after a certain number of
input points, we have taken back k at the same value of the first step.

4. After the processing of the whole string, we have measured the R.MS of the same sub-strings that we have
considered in the second step.

5. We have defined a Merit Factor:

RMS,1 1n2MF=
RMS0_12 (2)

being RMS12 the variance for a given value of k between the points ni and n2, RMS0nin2 the same
but with the system forced to start with k = 0.

In Tab.1 we report the results of the simulations, in which the noise was fixed to zero for the first 512 tilt
data, and we have computed the variance between 513 and 1024 to see the behaviour closely with the accension
of the noise, while we have computed the variance between 1024 and 4096 to see the behaviour of the system
after the settlement for the noise rising up.
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Figure 2: General case block diagram

Figure 3: Noise Block Diagram
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RMSlo244o%
k=4 0.18 0.14
k=0—.4 0.06 0.06
Merit Factor 3.6 2.3
A = 4.1 0.19 0.15
k = 0 —.' 4.1 0.08 0.07
Merit Factor 2.4 2.1
k = 4.2 0.20 0.19
k=0—4.2 0.1 0.1
Merit Factor 2.0 1.9
k = 5 1.21 1.14
k=0—5 1.20 1.21
Merit Factor 1.0 0.9

Table 1: Results of the simulation with noise proportional to the input

3. The Tip-Tilt Case

3.1. The Four Quadrant Sensor

We have considered a sensor with divides the light coming from a star in 4 parts and counts the number of
photons in each portion by the means of some photon counting sensor in a way that it is possible to reconstruct
how the wavefront of the light coming is tilted. While in the literature one can find extended and detailed
treatments of the errors concerning quad.rant tip—tilt measurements3'4 in the following a simplified treatment is
taken into consideration. The details worked out here relates to the quantity we need in our bootstrap treatment.
The displacement for a tilted star is shown in Fig.4-a, where N, (i = 1..4) is the number of photons in each A,
area, N + NB0 =i N1 is the total number of photons in the whole area of the sensor, N are all the useful
photons coming from the star, NBa is the number of photons caused by background noise in the total sensor
area (A = E'=1 A- = 4A1 because of the simmetry of the sensing system, which implies also that the number of
background photons in each area is NB/4).

Because of the indipendence of the tilt movements in X-Axis and Y-Axis, we shall consider the star moving
only in X-Axis, being immediate the extension to the Y-Axis. In this way, the system simplifies as shown in
Fig.4-b.
The irregular form of the star (not visible in the figure) gives the problem of choosing a reference point to calculate
the displacement of the star itself from the Y-Axis.

We have chosen the median line, i.e. the line parallel to Y-Axis that divides the star in a way that there
are the same number of photons both in the right and in the left part. From now apart, we shall call x the
displacement of the median line from Y-Axis. The value of xis given by

N1Nr
Z_Nl+Nr (3)

measured in star size units. The purpose is to find the error on variable x; it is easy to show that:
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3.2. Tip Tilt Simulation System

z= (l+IzJ)N+NBa

s/N+NBa
N+NBa (7)

The system used to simulate the Tip Tilt loop is the same described in Fig.1, the only difference being the
noise block (Fig.5) in which the noise is proportional to 1 + zI, accordingly with eq.(8).

The procedure that we have followed is the same described in the 5 steps in sect. 2 and the results are reported
in Tab.2.
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Figure 4: Four quadrant sensor
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being O'r .fld the errors on the measure of N, and N , and recalling the fact that the process of photons
detection is a Poissonian one, we have that o'N1 /Nand oN

After simple passages, it can be found that

(5)

that leads to:

(t NBa + N (6)

indipendent by x. We can finally obtain, for o', the expression:

that defines the coefficient i.
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3.3. Results on Tip-Tilt Simulation

Eq. (6), which gives the error in i-coordinate for the uncorrected Tilt, is signiiIcative because o' is almost
indipendent from the input, being < 1. We expect, therefore, that the situation starting with the locked star
will not bring improvement in the behaviour of the loop.

This is confirmed by the results reported in Tab.2.

4. Higher Order Loop

We have simulated a 4 x 4 deformable mirror system as shown in Fig.6. The main purpose was to find an
expression for the residual wave front variance after the correction made by the system, in order to find the correct
noise modeL

It is quite simple the relation between the variance of the distorted input wave front and the size of the star,
which is:

SIZE oc (ko'#)2 (8)

On the contrary, the relation which gives the residual variance of the wave front after the correction, which
depends on how much the star has been shrunk, is due to the sensor that we consider. We have analyzed two
cases: a Shack-Hartmann sensor with a fast diaphragm and a Smartt-i.uterferometer sensor.
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Figure 5: Tip-Tilt noise block diagram

RMS1024....40RMS513.1024

17=0.4
= 0 —i 0.4

Merit Factor

0.114
0.113
1.002

0.117
0.117

1

0.118
0.118

1

17=0.6 0.167 0.170 0.170
17=0—40.6 0.170 0.169 0.170
Merit Factor 1.002 1.001 1

17 = 0.8 0.226 0.231 0.231
= 0 —. 0.8 0.224 0.231 0.231

Merit Factor 1.002 1 1

Table 2: Results of Tip-Tilt Simulation
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4.1. The Shack-Hartmann Case

For the Shack-Hartmann sensor it is weli known that the variance of the output wavefrout is proportional to
1/SNR (Ref. 5). If we suppose that the sky background contribution is not negligible, beeiug NBa tLSIZE2,
where h IS the sky background magnitude for squared arcsec, we could take advantage of the star shrinking
(lowering in this way the related NBa) considering a fast diaphragm which continuosly matches the size of
the star, being careful in chosing the right dimension in order not to loose useful signal, for example 7 times
the FWUM of' the star6. In the following, we neglect any problem due to the finite settling time of such an
hypotethical diaphragm. For such a system, we have used for the simulations the following relation:

/N + 2SIZE2
O'4,= N (9)

N/NB4 Size (Noise 1-4096) Size (Noise 513-4096) Merit Factor
1100-1000 0.5 0.24 2.1
1000-1000 0.6 0.26 2.3
900-1000 diverges 0.27 3.7
800-1000 diverges 0.3 3.3
700-1000 diverges 0.35 2.9

Table 3: Results of S.H Simulation

Pointing out that the merit factor, when the system diverges, has been calculated versus the size of the star
when the adaptive optics system is switched off, in Tab.3 we report the result of the simulations, showing that
when the system is forced to bootstrap, the gain is no more than 3 times the initial size of the star.
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Figure 6: Higher order ioop block diagram
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4.2. The Smartt-interferometer Case

For this kind of sensor7, being the pin-hole fixed to the value of , we have a very low contribution from the
not desired light. As a consequence, the problem of the sky background can be neglected. The relation between
the variance of the output wavefront and the size of the star is a proportional one, so that occ SIZE.

Observing Tab.4, in which we report the results, we can see that the gain with the Smartt-Interferometer
sensor is much grater than in the Shack-Hartmann case.

Size (Noise 1-4096) Size (Noise 513-4096) Merit Factor
5000 0.24 0.09 2.7
4000 diverges 0.1 10.6
3000 diverges 0.1 10.6
2000 diverges 0.1 10.6
1000 diverges 0.15 6.7

Table 4: Results of Smartt-interferometer simulation

In fact, when we switch on the system, the size of the star (i) i much bigger than the pin-hole, in a way
that a very thin fraction of the light can be used for the sensing system. On the contrary, when the system is
locked, all the light become useful, and it can take advantage of the proportional relation between the error on
the residual distorted wavefront and the input.
In this way, as expected, we obtain high merit factors, a 2.5 magnitude gain, which corresponds to 400% of
increased sky coverage looking far from the galactic poles and assuming a negligible extintion.

5. Conclusions

Lu this very preliminary work, the Smartt-interferometer seems to be the only sensor which takes advantage
from the bootstrap problem.
In fact, in the Tip-Tilt case with a quad-cell sensor the noise is almost indipendent from the input.
With the Shack-Hartmann sensor, the only interesting case is when the sky background is not negligible, so that
only with an advanced phase of the moon there might be a gain. Moreover, the real feasibility of such a fast
diaphragm should be verified.
More enough, with the Smartt-interferometer sensor, a preliminary study that still requires a deeper investigation
has showed that a simple variable pole filter is suflicient to allow the system to bootstrap.
However, a detailed analysis on this case and on other kinds of optimal filtering systems is today working in
progress, and the results of this analysis will be shown in a forthcoming paper.
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